[The role of central venous pressure to evaluate volume responsiveness in septic shock patients].
To investigate the clinical role of central venous pressure (CVP) to evaluate fluid responsiveness in septic shock patients. 66 septic shock patients were studied, every patient was administered a volume challenge, before and after it, CVP, intrathoracic blood volume index (ITBVI), global end-diastolic volume index (GEDVI), cardiac index (CI), stroke volume index (SVI) were measured by PiCCO method. All the obtained values were analyzed by statistics method. Initial CVP in responders is significantly different from that in nonresponders; DeltaITBVI, DeltaGEDVI, DeltaCI, DeltaSVI, DeltaHR (Delta:changes) before and after volume challenge in responders were significantly different from those in nonresponders; the significance of DeltaITBVI, DeltaGEDVI to predict volume responsiveness was strong indicated by high values of areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves (0.674 and 0.700, respectively). If patients were regrouped by CVP <or= 11 mm Hg (1 mm Hg = 0.133 kPa) and CVP > 11 mm Hg, initial ITBVI and GEDVI in responders were not significantly different from that in nonresponders; DeltaITBVI, DeltaGEDVI, DeltaCI, DeltaSVI before and after volume challenge in responders were significantly different from those in nonresponders. In septic shock patients, CVP play a guidance role to predict and evaluate volume responsiveness and when CVP was > 11 mm Hg, a positive response will be less likely. Initial volumetric parameters (intrathoracic blood volume and global end-diastolic volume) play a questionable role in predicting and evaluating volume responsiveness, changes before and after volume challenge maybe helpful.